I. INTRODUCTION
Association rule mining (ARM) is one of the most important data mining techniques. ARM aims at extraction, hidden relation, and interesting associations between the existing items in a transactional database. It is highly useful in market basket analysis for stores and business centers. For example, database mining of a department store customers reveal that those who buy milk would buy butter in 60% of occasions, and such principle is observed in 80% of transactions. In this example, the above-mentioned probability is called confidence percentage, and a percentage of transactions which cover this rule is termed support percentage. To find the rules, user should set a minimum amount for support and confidence which are called minimum support (min-sup) and minimum confidence (min-conf) respectively [1] .
The main step in association rule mining is the mining frequent itemsets. Frequent itemsets mining often generates a very large number of frequent itemsets and rules. A popular condensed representation method is using to frequent closed item sets. Compared with frequent item sets, the frequent closed item sets is a much more limited set but with similar power. In addition, it decreases redundant rules and increases mining efficiency. Many algorithms have been presented for mining frequent closed item sets [2] , and A-close proved to be a fundamental one [3] .
This study attempts to improve A-close algorithm by hashing technique arriving at a new algorithm named hash-Close.
The rest of the paper is structured as bellow. Section 2 introduces the frequent closed item sets and relevant concepts. A-Close algorithms is described in section 3 and Section 4 elaborates on hashing technique and the new algorithm, i.e. Hash-Close. Section 5 reports on the results and section 6 provides the conclusion.
II. PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT
Let D be a transactional database. Each transactional database includes a set of transactions. Each transaction t is represented by <TID, x> in which x is a set of items and TID is the unique identifier of transaction. Further, let us consider I = {i1, i2, …, in} as the complete set of distinct items in D. Each non-empty subset y of I is termed an item set, and if includes k items, it would be called k-item set. The number of transactions existing in D including item set y, is called the support of item set y, denoted as sup(y) and it is usually represented in percentage. Given a minimum support, min-sup, an item set y is frequent item set, if sup(y) ≥ min-sup.
Definition1-Closed Item set: An item set y is a closed item set if there is not any superset of y like y' that sup(y) = sup(y').
The precise definition of closed item set, however, is based on Relations (1) and (2) . Let us consider T, y and then respectively
are subset of all items and transactions appeared in D. Then functions f and g are defined based on Relations (1) and (2).
Considering these two functions, an item set y is a closed item set, if and only if Relation (3) is held.
The combinational function h = fog is called closure operator. If a closed item set is frequent, it is called frequent closed item set.
Definition 2-Generator: An item set p is a generator of a closed item set y if p is one of the item sets (there may be more than one) that determines y using Galois closure operator: h(p) = y.
III. A-CLOSE ALGORITHM
A-Close algorithm is based on Apriori algorithm on frequent itemsets mining [4] . As this paper aims at improving A-Close by hashing techniques, first the A-Close algorithm is described briefly. A-Close is done through two general steps, i.e. (1) and (2) closure of frequent generators in which making frequent generators stands as a main step. To make generators a level-wise approach is followed as below: in each pass, first candidate generators of that pass are made. Next, their support is calculated and three pruning steps are done upon candidate generators so that non-useful generators, i.e. generators with the support lower than the minimum support, or generators whose one of their subsets is not available in the previous pass, or generators which have similar support with one of their subsets are pruned. The result of the pruning is the frequent generators of the involved pass. To keep precision, the candidate Once generators G 1 to G n (n is maximum length of the generator), the closure of all these frequent generators should be calculated. The closure of all frequent generators results in the total of closed frequent itemsets. Table 1 | is high, G2 will be much higher. As for a minimum supported, the number of occurrence of candidate generators with the length of 1 can be easily greater than or equal to the minimum support, therefore when G 1 ' is a large set, G2 becomes much larger. Needless to say, a large G2 implies pruning a great number of elements and thereby high cost. In other words, it is shown that the processing in initial passes especially in the second pass amounts over half of the whole algorithm cost. Accordingly, generating appropriate initial candidate generators especially for the second pass is a key to improve A-Close algorithm as well as other algorithms.
In this paper, a hashing technique is used for filtering inefficient candidate generators [5] , [6] , [7] , as it effectively decreases the number of G k. hashing technique arriving at a novel algorithm named Hash-Close.
In essence, Hash-Close uses the hashing technique to filter out unnecessary generator for next candidate generator generation. When the support of each generator in G k-1 is counted by scanning the database, new algorithm accumulates information about G k in advance, by hashing all possible K-generator of each transaction to a hash table. Each bucket in the hash table contains an integer representing the number of generators that have already been hashed to this bucket so far. Based on the resulting hash table, a bit vector is constructed. The value of a bit is set to one, if the number in the corresponding entry of the hash table is greater than or equal to the minimum support. Table I is represented in Fig  2. Based on this figure, for candidate generators with the length of 1, i.e. G 1 ={{A},{B},{C},{D},{E}}, all database transactions are analyzed to obtain support of these generators. For each transaction, once all the 1-subsets are counted, all the 2-subsets of that transaction are generated and hashed into a hash table H 2 . As such, when a 2-subset is hashed to bucket i, 1 unit is added to the value of bucket i. In Fig. 1 , hash table H 2 is shown for the assumed database. When the whole of database is analyzed, each bucket in hash  table  H 2 has the number 2-generators hashed to the bucket. Assuming the hash function H(x,y)=((order of x)×10+(order of y)) mod 7, and minimum support equal to 2, bit vector <1,0,1,0,1,0,1> is created. Using the bit vector, candidate set is filtered, and then instead of including all 2-generators from joining G 1 ' to G 1 ' (displaed as G 1 ' * G 1 ') into G 2 ,and generating the set {{AB},{AC},{AE},{BC},{BE},{CE }}which we had in A-Close, G 2 is generated as {{AC},{BC},{BE},{CE}} which is a smaller set compared to G 2 in A-Close.
It should be noted that Hash-Close uses hash technique in initial passes where G k is large, and in the final passes in which G k is considerably small, the hash technique or hash table is avoided. To set a bordering line between these passes, the algorithm follows this procedure: as long as the number of hashed bucket with greater than or equal to the minimum support is higher that a pre-set threshold named Large, the algorithm uses hash table, and then it takes the typical method of making candidate generators in A-Close. 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Implementation and Datasets; a General Investigation
In this section, A-close algorithm is compared with Hash-close algorithms. A-close and Hash-close algorithms have been also implemented with an eye to the same version. The results have been tested on three datasets whose characteristics are shown in Table II [8] . The dataset of the first and third rows belong to the real datasets, while the second dataset is synthetic. The first and third datasets are dense datasets, but the second one is sparse [9] B. Performance Results A number of tests have been made on various databases with varying minimum support to evaluate the efficiency of Hash-Close. As shown in these three figures, Hash-Close has more efficiency in the execution time over A-Close. The tests also have demonstrated that the larger the size of hash table H2, the smaller G2 and the lower the cost will be. Therefore, when the minimum support is small or the number of 2-generators is high, it is better to use high |H2| for Hash-Close.
VI. CONCLUSION
The frequent closed itemsets is an important condensed method for frequent itemsets which increases the effect of mining in the association rules. Recent years have witnessed a number of algorithms developed for mining frequent closed itemsets. A-Close is a basic algorithm in the area, however, it creates a very large set of candidate generators in initial passes especially in the second pass and wastes much time. In this study, using Hash technique, the size of candidate generators in the initial passes is decreased, and a new algorithm,
i.e. Hash-Close in introduced. The tests demonstrate Hash-Close has less execution time compared with A-Close.
